Estimation of the uncertainty of elastic image registration with the demons algorithm.
The accuracy of elastic image registration is limited. We propose an approach to detect voxels where registration based on the demons algorithm is likely to perform inaccurately, compared to other locations of the same image. The approach is based on the assumption that the local reproducibility of the registration can be regarded as a measure of uncertainty of the image registration. The reproducibility is determined as the standard deviation of the displacement vector components obtained from multiple registrations. These registrations differ in predefined initial deformations. The proposed approach was tested with artificially deformed lung images, where the ground truth on the deformation is known. In voxels where the result of the registration was less reproducible, the registration turned out to have larger average registration errors as compared to locations of the same image, where the registration was more reproducible. The proposed method can show a clinician in which area of the image the elastic registration with the demons algorithm cannot be expected to be accurate.